We consider matrices with off-diagonal blocks of small norm and derive tight bounds for the approximation of their singular values by those of their diagonal blocks. These results are used to show that triangular matrices with clusters of singular values must possess a principal submatrix of "nearly" diagonal form. From the latter we then derive results pertaining to the quadratic convergence of Kogbetliantz's algorithm for computing the SVD, in the presence of clusters.
INTRODUCTION
Kogbetliantz's algorithm for the singular-value decomposition (SVD) of an arbitrary matrix [S, 61 can be viewed as a natural extension of Jacobi's method for the eigenvalue decomposition of a symmetric, Hermitian, or normal matrix [3, 111. While the latter has extensively been studied for its convergence properties [3, 12, 14, 15, 161 , convergence results are much scarcer for Kogbetliantz's algorithm [3, 91. As shown in this paper, this is partly due to the fact that not all properties can be extended from the eigenvalue decomposition of a Hermitian matrix (or a normal matrix) to the singular-value decomposition of a general matrix. In Section 2 we show that there are more natural similarities between these two decompositions if one restricts oneself to the SVD of triangulur matrices. Indeed, the norm of the off-diagonal part (or the "off-norm") of a Hermitian matrix H and of an arbitrary triangular matrix A are bounded-up to an appropriate constant-by the "span" of the eigenvalues [h,,(H) -X,,(H)] and of the singular values [u,,(A) -u,~( A)], respectively. This plays a crucial role in convergence properties of Kogbetliantz's algorithm in the presence of clusters.
LINEAR ALGEBRA ANDZTSAPPLZCATZONS 95:135-160(1987) In Section 3 we derive bounds for the approximation of singular values of "nearly" block diagonal matrices by those of the diagonal blocks. These results naturally extend earlier results [2, 131 about the eigenvalues of Hermitian matrices (along the way we derive slightly sharper bounds for the latter case as well). In contrast with Section 2, here the obtained extensions also hold without restricting oneself to the SVD of triangular matrices. The results show that if the norm of the off-diagonal blocks A,, and A,, of a square matrix A is s-small and the singular values of A,, and A,, are separate at least by 6 (6 > 2~), then the singular values of the diagonal submatrices are s2/S-close to those of A. Here by "q-small" we mean "having norm bounded by n," while "q-close" means "having a distance bounded by 9".
In Section 4 we combine the results of the two previous sections to derive bounds for the off-norm of any k X k principal submatrix approximating a cluster of k singular values of a ttiangular matrix A. These results are similar to the bounds obtained for Hermitian matrices in [17] , but again hold for triangular matrices only. In Section 5, they are shown to be crucial for proving the quadratic convergence of Kogbetliantz's algorithm in the presence of repeated singular values. That the obtained theoretical bounds also reflect the true behavior of the method is then finally illustrated by a number of examples.
OFF-NORMS IN TERMS OF EIGENVALUES OR SINGULAR VALUES
The eigenvalue decomposition of a Hermitian matrix H=UAU*, 0) and the singular-value decomposition of an arbitrary matrix, 
has 2-norm less than (A,, -&J/2, being the diagonal of 8. Since ;TIOrr is also the off-diagonal part of H, (3) follows. Moreover, because H,, = H -6, (4) follows from COROLLARY 1. The above lemma also holds for a normal matrix N on replacing (A max + A mh l/2 by A centerT the center of the smallest circle enclosing all the eigenvalues of N, and (A,, -X,i,)/2 by Aradius, the radius of that circle.
Proof. Trivial. Since N -A centerZ is also normal, it has e-norm equal to X radius and then the above reasoning can be followed. IIHoft/lF=~=~ (hmar-h,i,) which equals the upper bound (3). For the 2norm we have which is only a factor 2 away from the upper bound (4).
A similar result for the singular values of an arbitrary triangular matrix is now derived: LEMMA 2. Let A be a square upper triangular (complex) matrix with extremal singular values amin and a,,,,. Then, putting A = D + Aoff = D + A up, we have IIAoffl12~ lIA~**IIF~~ (u~~-ub,i,) .
Proof. Denote u+ = (a,, + a,,,,,)/2 and u-= (a,,,= -~,,,~,)/2. Using the singular-value decomposition of A, we define A=U~V* and A==-u+w*=A-0.Q. are IlA& G l141F and IIA,rrllz < 2(IAll, (the latter follows from Aoff = A -D and lPl12 G 114).
These bounds for the off-norms of arbitrary and triangular matrices are now checked for their tightness on a small example whose singular values are very close to 1, i.e. a matrix A close to a unitary one. EXAMPLE 1. We generated randomly a 15 X 15 matrix A very close to a unitary one, such that umax -a,, = 1.25 X lo-14. Then a QR decomposition of A was made and the triangular factor R, which of course has the same singular values as A, was considered. Below, we give the off-norms of these two matrices and their bounds: This example illustrates also what improvements can be obtained by considering triangular factors of matrices when computing its singular values using an iterative algorithm as e.g. that of Kogbetliantz (see Example 3 later on).
PERTURBATION THEOREMS FOR EIGENVALUES AND SINGULAR VALUES
Here we obtain perturbation bounds for the eigenvalues and singular values of "nearly" block diagonal (and hence square) matrices. These bounds look very much like those obtained by Stewart in [13] but are slightly sharper. They are derived using a slightly different approach, for which we need the following lemma. Zf, moreouer, X is Hermitian, then one has the stronger result 07)
08)
Proof. This is inspired by a result given by Parlett [lo, pp. 230-2311 , and we follow here a related argument. Use the singular value decomposition a of X: X = UZV*, and define A= U*AU, B = V*BV, e = U*CV. Equation (16) 
WhenXisHermitian,onehasU=V,andhenceIIA-BII,=II~-~II,,from which (18) follows.
n We now turn to the perturbation result on eigenvalues of nearly block diagonal matrices, where we make use of the parameter K as defined by Stewart [13] and satisfying 0 < K < 1. This theorem is now extended to one about the perturbation of the singular values of a nearly block diagonal matrix. Here K is again a parameter defined in [13] and satisfies 0 < K: < 1. 
Ol H'&Z*HZ= (42) Since the eigenvalues of H,, and H, are plus and minus the singular values of A,, and A, respectively, S is also given by 6 = min(eig( H,,) -eig( H,) I. 
follows, where N h (I + R*R)-"' The matrices Hi, and Hi, are Hermi-. tian, and (45) is analogous in form to (29). Reasoning here on H and R as on H and P in the proof of theorem 1, we have where llHlzllz G lWlzllF = h b E as een taken into account. Finally, the bound (38) follows from (44) (46) and (see [4, p. 2861) lai(AII) -ai(A\I) I4 llAII-A\Il12=IIH11-HiII12. n (47) which tends to the upper bound (27), while for the matrix A one has which is still a factor 2 away from the upper bound (38). Notice also that in the above theorem we have assumed that the blocks A iI and A, are square. Extensions to nonsquare diagonal blocks could be considered, but are not relevant to our later results.
TRIANGULAR MATRICES WITH CLUSTERS OF SINGULAR VALUES
In this section we combine the results of the two previous sections to investigate the off-norm of a triungulur principal submatrix, approximating a cluster of singular values. The following theorem is analogous to WiIkinson's result on Hermitian matrices in [ 171.
THEOREM 3. Let A be a square upper triangular (complex) matrix with off-norm llAoffllF = E. Consider any subset S of k singular values of A. Let 9 be the width of S: [4, p. 2861 for an adequate ordering of the indices j and i. Since 6 > 2e, the determination of As is thus unambiguous. It is easily seen that there exists a symmetric permutation of rows and columns of A such that the permuted matrix can be partitioned as indicated in (34) 
Then, applying Theorem 2, we have that the distance between each singular value of A, and the corresponding singular value of A is bounded by 2.s2/S. By this and (48), it thus follows that urnax -urnin < $ + V* 64
Then (50) is deduced from Lemma 2 and the triangularity of As. m REMARK 4. Although no constraints are imposed on n, this theorem is especially useful in practice if n < s2/S, the bound (56) being then dominated by the term in .s2/8. In particular, when S represents a repeated singular value of A, we have n = 0. In [l], implementation aspects were investigated, e.g. the possibility of using approximate rotations in the case of triangular matrices, in order to speed up the computation of their singular values. Here, an additional and theoretical advantage of triangular matrices is stressed: the following theorem shows that Kogbetliantz's algorithm converges quadratically in the presence of repeated or very close singular values provided they correspond to adjacent positions on the diagonal. That this is not true for full matrices or when the cluster of singular values is separate is illustrated by Examples 3 and 4. So far, quadratic convergence has been proved only for a full arbitrary matrix with singular values that are sufficiently distant from each other [9] . The theorem given here holds when the off-diagonal elements are annihilated successively by rows (or by columns), in the same manner as in the special cyclic Jacobi method for symmetric or Hermitian matrices [15] . It is to be noted that an equivalent ordering is well suited to parallel implementations [7, 8] , where appropriate permutations at each step allow one to perform transformations on neighboring rows and columns only. Convergence of other orderings (as corresponding to the classical Jacobi method) or of variants of the method (as a "threshold" strategy suggested by Wilkinson [17] ) is briefly commented on thereafter. We first remark that if the diagonal elements corresponding to C are adjacent on the diagonal and if the condition 1) A($llF < 6/2 is verified, then they remain adjacent through any subsequent rotation; also, the ordering of the other diagonal elements is maintained [3, Lemma 61. Now we assume, for convenience and without loss of generality, that after I rotations (1 > r), the matrix AC') can be partitioned as where A'$ is the k X k matrix whose diagonal elements converge to the singular values of the cluster. The matrix A(') is triangular at the completion of a sweep; at any other step I, it is triangular up to a symmetric permutation [B] . Therefore, Theorem 3 is applicable for any 1 ( > r ), which leads to where 2' denotes that only the rotations which annihilate elements outside A, are included. Furthermore, after the annihilation of the first row (starting from the rotation r + 1 and assuming A '2:' = 0 for convenience), one finds, in the same way as in [9] , For the entire first row, one obtains then < II( A%+"-') )~~~~~~+2//A~~//2,'+~-'(sin20,fsin2~,), (60) and (62) for Jacobi's algorithm applied to symmetric matrices, except for the coefficient c'. The following is to be noted about this discrepancy:
(1) The factor k2 under the square root can be reduced to k by using an appropriately adapted version of Lemma 2 in order to derive a (better) bound for just one row of (A,),f, at a time. This allows one to write an analogue of (60) for a row, which is then directly used in the summation (65).
(2) van Kempen does not consider clusters, but only multiple eigenvalues (?J = c = 0).
(3) The bound of van Kempen does not contain k at all. It appears that this is because he simply dismisses (perhaps inaccurately) the contribution of bwoff in his proof. (4) van Kempen only retains half of the off-diagonal elements of the symmetric matrix in his definition of the off-norm, which then leads to a smaller coefficient c'.
Moreover, when more than one cluster is present the coefficient c' ought to be adapted to (see also van Kempen [15]) where we have assumed that there are L clusters with respective size k i and span vi = c~]]A,,~~]]~/S. These differences in the value of c' do not affect the basic result of the theorem, namely that the convergence is quadratic from one sweep to another. In practice the coefficient c' of (58) or (66) appears to be seriously overestimated (see Example 4).
The following two examples were run on a VAX 780 with relative precision 1.4 x lo-i' in double precision. EXAMPLE 3. Here we take anew the 15 X 15 matrix of Example 1, with singular values clustered around 1 (17 = 1.25X 10-14). In Table 1 we give the off-norms obtained at successive steps of the full Kogbetliantz algorithm applied to A on the one hand, and of the triangular Kogbetliantz algorithm applied to the triangular factor R on the other hand. The iterations were continued until the off-norm was below 6.9 X lo-l8 (50 times the relative precision). The numbers in the first line (step 0) are equal to l]Aorr]] F and Il%fllF~ respectively.
The observed convergence can be explained via two different interpretations:
(1) All singular values belong to one cluster of span n. As shown in Example 1, the triangular matrix R has a much smaller off-norm to start with (because of Lemma 2). For this interpretation, Theorem 4 cannot be applied, since 6 is undefined.
(2) All singular values do not belong to one cluster. In this case 6 is defined but very small ( < 77). For R one can rely on Theorem 4 as soon as ]]Rorr]lF is smaller than S/2 = 10Pi5, which occurs only at the end of the convergence. For A the same limit has to be considered before applying the corresponding result [9] for arbitrary matrices with distinct singular values. This is the reason why quadratic convergence is not observed in any of the two cases.
In the proof of Theorem 4 we have used (through [9, 15, IS] ) the fact that the diagonal elements approximating singular values of a same cluster occupy adjacent positions. The following example shows that this condition is also a necessary one. which is also smaller than the bound 2 X lo-13. We draw attention here to the fact that, although the off-norms of A' and R' become of the order of q after one sweep, much smaller values (namely of the order of OFFS/& = lo-'s) are observed outside the diagonal blocks corresponding to the clusters. This is in fact explained by the bound (65), where the last term is precisely that contribution to the off-norm.
REMARK
6. From what precedes, one concludes that, if the cyclic by rows (or columns) ordering of annihilations is used in the presence of multiple or clustered singular values, Kogbetliantz's algorithm converges quadratically only for triangular matrices and if the cluster(s) are grouped. However, quadratic convergence is also ensured in the two following situations:
(1) If a different ordering is considered, where the off-diagonal element of largest magnitude is annihilated at each step. This corresponds to the classical Jacobi method, for which van Kempen has proven the ultimate quadratic convergence in the case of multiple eigenvalues, either grouped or separate [14] . Notice that this ordering is not suited for a parallel implementation of the method. Also the structure of the matrix (e.g. triangular) is not maintained.
(2) If a "threshold" strategy is applied. This was proposed by Wilkinson [17] for Hermitian matrices and can be directly extended to triangular matrices. At any stage, the rotation is taken as the identity matrix if the element to be annihilated is smaller than a given threshold relative to the current off-norm. Therefore, large angles due to very close diagonal elements are not propagated, which avoids losing quadratic convergence. Here the structure of the matrix is retained during the transformations. On a parallel machine, though, such a strategy might be difficult to apply, unless a local threshold could be defined.
CONCLUSION
In this paper we have analyzed the convergence of Kogbetliantz's algorithm for computing the SVD of a matrix. A result was obtained for triangtslar matrices which strongly resembles the convergence properties of Jacobi's algorithm for Hermitian or normal matrices: ultimate quadratic convergence is guaranteed even in the presence of multiple or clustered singular values provided the diagonal elements corresponding to the singular values of the same cluster occupy adjacent positions.
Counterexamples were also given to illustrate the lack of quadratic convergence when:
(1) the fuIl Kogbethantz algorithm is used instead of the triangular one (Example 3);
(2) clusters are not grouped in the triangular Kogbetliantz algorithm, as in Jacobi's algorithm for Hermitian matrices (Example 4).
It is also indicated how this constraint can be removed, e.g. by threshold strategies. Along the way, a number of additional results were obtained:
(1) Sharp bounds for the off-norm of matrices were derived in terms of the span of the spectrum of their eigenvalues or singular values (Section 2).
(2) Perturbation bounds for eigenvalues and singular values of (block) diagonally dominant matrices were sharpened or derived (Section 3).
Although these results are introduced here for proving the quadratic convergence of Kogbetliantz's triangular SVD algorithm, we think that they have their own potential use in other problems.
